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El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) shapes extreme weather globally, causing myriad 16 

socioeconomic impacts. But whether economies recover from ENSO events and how changes to 17 

ENSO from anthropogenic forcing will affect the global economy are unknown. Here we show that 18 

El Niño persistently reduces country-level economic growth, attributing $4.9T and $7.4T in global 19 

income losses to the 1982-83 and 1997-98 El Niños, respectively. Increases in ENSO amplitude and 20 

teleconnections from warming cause $374T in discounted global losses over the 21st century in a 21 

middle-of-the-road emissions scenario, but these effects are shaped by stochastic variation in the 22 

future sequence of El Niño and La Niña events. Our results highlight both the sensitivity of the 23 

economy to climate variability independent of warming and the possibility of future growth 24 

reductions due to anthropogenic intensification of such variability.  25 

 26 

 As the leading mode of interannual climate variability, El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 27 

integrates a wide range of Earth system processes (1). El Niño events shift deep convection from the 28 

western to the eastern Pacific, reorganizing global atmospheric circulation and shaping remote weather 29 

through “teleconnection” patterns (2, 3). The resulting temperature and hydroclimate extremes have many 30 

well-documented impacts, including flooding (4, 5), crop losses (6, 7), and civil conflict (8). Many 31 

climate models project that warming will increase El Niño amplitude (9, 10) and frequency (11), with 32 

potentially devastating socioeconomic impacts (12). 33 

Despite ENSO’s global impacts, however, empirical climate-economy studies have generally 34 

focused on average temperature and rainfall (13–18) or daily-scale temperature variability (19), leaving 35 

open the possibility for unquantified costs from changes in dominant modes of climate variability. While 36 

studies have shown that El Niño reduces contemporaneous economic growth (20–22) and drives global 37 

commodity price fluctuations (23–25), it remains unclear if and for how long its economic impacts 38 

persist. Distinguishing between transient and persistent impacts on economic growth is essential. 39 

Transient impacts (“level effects”) are quickly recovered, as an economy rebounds to its original 40 

trajectory. Persistent impacts (“growth effects”) reduce an economy’s ability to grow, compounding 41 

exponentially in time (26–28). Poor observational constraints on these growth effects limit our ability to 42 

understand the macroeconomic costs of ENSO and constrain this key uncertainty in climate damage 43 

projections (26–28). 44 

 Here we estimate the effect of ENSO on economic growth historically and in the future, 45 

accounting for the heterogeneity of ENSO teleconnections in space and time. We define ENSO by the E-46 

index and C-index (29) (SM Fig. 1), metrics of El Niño and La Niña, respectively, that capture the 47 

nonlinear feedbacks that drive ENSO (Methods). We define country-level teleconnections for each index 48 

(tE and tC) using correlation coefficients between the winter E- and C-index and monthly country-level 49 
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temperature and precipitation (Methods). Teleconnections are strongest in tropical countries and weaker 50 

in the midlatitudes (Fig. 1a), consistent with the physical responses of regional climate to tropical 51 

variability (30).  52 

 We use a distributed lag regression model to quantify the effect of ENSO on growth in national 53 

Gross Domestic Product per capita (GDPpc). Departing from previous work (8, 21, 22), we do not 54 

separate countries into teleconnected and non-teleconnected groups. Instead, we interact the E- and C-55 

indices with teleconnections to allow the economic effect of ENSO to smoothly vary as a function of 56 

teleconnection strength (31) (Methods). The distributed lag model compares economic growth before and 57 

after El Niño events to assess the cumulative effects of these events over time, allowing us to distinguish 58 

growth from level effects (Methods). We focus on the five years following El Niño events, but also 59 

evaluate effects out to 15 years and for La Niña as well. We then couple these empirical estimates with 60 

projections of ENSO amplitude and teleconnections to assess the future economic effect of changes to 61 

ENSO.  62 

 63 

El Niño persistently reduces growth 64 

El Niño events persistently decrease economic growth (Fig. 1b). The magnitude of this effect is 65 

determined by the strength of each country’s E-index teleconnection. In Peru (tE = 1.26), for example, a 66 

1-standard-deviation (s.d.) El Niño event decreases growth by 1.6 percentage points (p.p.) in the year of 67 

the event (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.1 – 2.0 p.p.). Within five years, growth in a country as 68 

teleconnected as Peru declines by 7.1 p.p. (CI: 5.2 – 9.6) (Fig. 1b). By contrast, weakly teleconnected 69 

countries (tE < 0.5) have small and uncertain effects (Fig. 1b). Interacting El Niño and teleconnections 70 

allows us to calculate marginal effects for each country based on their tE value (Fig. 1c). It also allows 71 

statistical significance to be determined by uncertainty in the distributed lag model itself (i.e., whether the 72 

95% CI for a country includes zero; hatching in Fig. 1c), rather than an ex ante determination of 73 

“teleconnected” versus “non-teleconnected” countries. Some 56% of countries experience statistically 74 

significant declines in growth 5 years after an El Niño, averaging -2.3 p.p. per s.d. Critically, the 75 

increasing economic effect of El Niño with additional lags implies that these countries experience 76 

persistent growth reductions after an El Niño, not simply level effects from which they recover 77 

immediately (Fig. 1d). No countries experience significant benefits from El Niño.  78 

 The negative growth effects of El Niño are robust to alternative methodological choices, 79 

including using alternative growth data, excluding the most strongly teleconnected countries, using 80 

alternative teleconnection metrics, using more restrictive standard error clustering, using the Niño3 index 81 

instead of the E- and C-index, excluding the country fixed effect, and adding an annual total precipitation 82 

covariate (Methods, SM Figs. 2-4). Our model includes linear and nonlinear annual mean temperature 83 
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terms to ensure that the effect of ENSO is not simply capturing the well-studied effect of mean 84 

temperature on growth (13–15, 17). Removing these terms slightly increases the effect of El Niño, 85 

indicating that a small portion of ENSO’s effect is due to its influence on mean temperatures (SM Fig. 2). 86 

Finally, accounting for country-specific growth trends does not strongly alter our results (Methods, SM 87 

Fig. 2), consistent with expectation since ENSO is stochastic on decadal timescales (32) and measured by 88 

a detrended index. 89 

Distributed lag models that include additional lags yield similar results, with El Niño’s effects 90 

persisting to 12 years or beyond (SM Fig. 5). Our focus on 5 lags reflects a balance between tracing the 91 

long-run response to ENSO and a concern for statistical power given the short observational record. 92 

Akaike Information Criterion values modestly decrease with increased lags, indicating better-fitting 93 

models, but the degrees of freedom also decrease (SM Fig. 5); using 5 lags balances these two criteria. 94 

When 15 or more lags are included, the model becomes unstable due to the large number of parameters 95 

being estimated (SM Fig. 5). Our interpretation of a permanent growth effect of El Niño is further 96 

bolstered by synthetic data simulations (Methods). These simulations use a perfect model framework 97 

where a permanent effect of El Niño is imputed to data to demonstrate that a model with many lags can 98 

yield insignificant and unstable coefficients due to the reduced sample size and large number of 99 

parameters being estimated, even if the effect is known and permanent (SM Fig. 5).  100 

 Our empirical model includes both the E-index and C-index, allowing us to estimate the effects of 101 

eastern Pacific El Niño (where El Niños are strongest) and the central Pacific La Niña (where La Niñas 102 

are strongest) (Methods). Central Pacific La Niña events have beneficial effects (SM Fig. 6), but they are 103 

several times weaker than the negative effects of eastern Pacific El Niño. The most strongly teleconnected 104 

countries experience a ~7.4-p.p. growth loss five years after an El Niño, but growth benefits of only ~1 105 

p.p. five years after a La Niña. The C-index coefficients are also generally statistically insignificant under 106 

more restrictive standard error clustering, in contrast to the E-index (SM Tables 1 and 2). This result also 107 

implies that central Pacific El Niños, represented by positive C-index values, have weaker negative 108 

effects than eastern Pacific El Niños. These results reflect the skewness of ENSO, whereby eastern 109 

Pacific El Niños tend to be stronger than both La Niñas and central Pacific El Niños, and are consistent 110 

with previous studies showing that La Niña’s economic effect is small (21, 22).  111 

El Niño’s influence varies with income, with low-income countries suffering more damage than 112 

high-income countries (SM Fig. 2). The majority of highly teleconnected countries are lower-income, 113 

tropical countries (Fig. 1), extending previous work that identifies the strongest effect of El Niño in these 114 

countries (21). Importantly, however, high-income countries still experience statistically significant 115 

negative effects (SM Fig. 2), implying that wealth does not make economies invulnerable to El Niño. This 116 
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finding is consistent with a broader literature showing that high-income countries are measurably 117 

impacted by extreme rainfall (18) and heat (33), both of which ENSO affects. 118 

Our results are also similar across countries that experience wetting and drying in response to El 119 

Niño, with both experiencing persistent losses (SM Fig. 2), as both anomalously low and high rainfall can 120 

be economically damaging (18). More broadly, we emphasize that some regions can benefit from El Niño 121 

or be damaged by La Niña. Our goal in this work is to estimate a globally generalizable response to 122 

ENSO. That our findings are robust across multiple lines of country heterogeneity provides confidence 123 

that they are broadly generalizable, even though countries or regions within countries may respond 124 

differently. 125 

 126 

Losses from historical El Niño events 127 

 The persistent effect of ENSO implies that historical El Niño events have permanently altered the 128 

income trajectories of teleconnected countries, potentially generating large economic losses. Here we 129 

quantify the costs of the two largest El Niño events in the last 60 years, the 1982-1983 event and the 130 

1997-98 event (Fig. 2). Because an El Niño can trigger a subsequent La Niña (34), our analysis 131 

incorporates both the negative effects of each El Niño and the smaller benefits of the subsequent La Niña 132 

(Methods). 133 

Consider Peru, among the most strongly teleconnected countries (tE = 1.26). Its GDPpc declined 134 

in 1998 relative to 1997 and remained below the 1997 level for three more years, before rising again (Fig. 135 

2a). Our empirical model suggest that Peru’s economy would have grown much more quickly if the 1997-136 

98 El Niño had not occurred (Methods). Income for the average Peruvian would have been some $1,753 137 

greater five years later in 2003 (CI: $1,202 – $2,529), an increase of 27% (Fig. 2a). We find similar 138 

effects of this historic event across the tropics, with countries like Ecuador, Brazil, and Indonesia losing 139 

anywhere from 5% to 22% of their GDPpc due to the 1997-98 El Niño (SM Fig. 7). 140 

 These losses suggest large global costs of extreme El Niño events. Aggregating over all countries 141 

with statistically significant marginal effects (SM Fig. 7), global losses from the 1982-83 and 1997-98 142 

events amount to trillion of dollars (Fig. 2b). The costs of the 1982-83 event began at ~$239B in 1983 but 143 

rose to more than $4.9T (CI: $3.1T – $6.7T) by 1988. Similarly, the costs of the 1997-98 event initially 144 

tallied some $455B but reached $7.4T (CI: $4.1T – $10.4T) by 2003. The greater costs of the 1997-98 145 

event result both because it was a stronger El Niño event and because the global economy was larger. 146 

Absent the compensating benefits of the subsequent La Niñas, the 1983 event would have led to global 147 

economic losses of $5.3T, while the 1998 event would have cost $9.7T (Fig. 2b).  148 

Our findings show very large and unaccounted-for economic losses from El Niño. Our estimates 149 

exceed previous ones; one study placed the total costs of the 1997-98 event at $36 billion, primarily in 150 
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physical structures in low-income nations (35). By considering overall GDP, incorporating growth 151 

reductions in the years after the event, and including all countries in a single framework, our findings 152 

show that estimates that focus on physical asset losses in low-income countries alone have strongly 153 

underestimated the global economic toll of El Niño.  154 

 155 

Climate model projections of ENSO 156 

The growth effect of ENSO raises the question of how future changes to ENSO will affect the 157 

global economy. We use climate model simulations from the sixth phase of the Coupled Model 158 

Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) under four Shared Socioeconomic Pathway (SSP) experiments to 159 

analyze changes in ENSO due to global warming (Methods). We limit our analysis to simulations that 160 

realistically represent the skewness in eastern Pacific sea surface temperatures (Methods), totaling 239 161 

selected simulations across the four scenarios. 162 

CMIP6 models project increased 21st-century El Niño amplitude relative to the historical period 163 

(Fig. 3a). The median simulation sees amplitude increases of 0.05 – 0.18 s.d. across emissions scenarios, 164 

consistent with previous projections of stronger wind-ocean coupling in the eastern Pacific (9, 12, 36). In 165 

relative terms, these increases are between 5 and 20% of historical amplitude. El Niño amplitude 166 

increases are not strongly scenario-dependent, with the weakest increases occurring in both SSP1-2.6 and 167 

SSP5-8.5. One reason for this may be the strong influence of internal climate variability on forced ENSO 168 

changes (36–38). Realizations from any one model can vary widely given each model’s representation of 169 

internal variability (Fig. 3a, lower lines). For example, amplitude changes range from -0.18 s.d. to +0.37 170 

s.d. in the MIROC6 SSP2-4.5 realizations, -0.017 s.d. to +0.35 s.d. in the MIROC-ES2L SSP2-4.5 171 

realizations, and +0.03 s.d. to +0.5 s.d. in the EC-Earth3 SSP2-4.5 realizations.  172 

E-index teleconnections also increase with warming (Fig. 3b). Global mean teleconnections 173 

increase by 0.016 – 0.08 across scenarios, which corresponds to relative increases of 4 – 15%. This 174 

finding is consistent with a more energetic atmospheric response to El Niño (39, 40), though ENSO-175 

driven circulation changes are unpredictable and can dampen variability in some teleconnected regions 176 

(41). As with El Niño amplitude, internal variability can generate a wide range of teleconnection changes 177 

consistent with the same model structure and forcing (Fig. 3b, lower lines). 178 

 Independent of El Niño amplitude and teleconnections, simulations differ in their E-index time 179 

series. Due to the sensitivity of climate variability to initial conditions (36–38) and multidecadal 180 

modulation in ENSO strength (42, 43), any given year yields a wide range of E-index values across 181 

models and scenarios (Fig. 3c, SM Fig. 8). For example, Figure 3c shows two SSP2-4.5 simulations with 182 

similar amplitude changes but different sequences of eastern Pacific El Niños and La Niñas. MIROC-183 

ES2L r6i1p1f2 experiences strong El Niño events early in the 21st century, while CESM2-WACCM 184 
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r3i1p1f1 is dominated by La Niña events from 2020-2040. Because ENSO permanently alters the 185 

trajectory of an economy, accumulated damages over any finite time period depend on the sequence of El 186 

Niños and La Niñas that occur. If a period begins with beneficial La Niña events, those benefits have 187 

more time to accumulate than the damages from El Niños. Crucially, because ENSO is asymmetric (i.e., 188 

El Niños are stronger than La Niñas), the long-run expectation from increased ENSO amplitude is net 189 

economic losses. 190 

 We combine these projections with our empirical estimates to quantify the economic effects of 191 

changes in ENSO. We use the SSP scenarios as baselines and calculate country-level growth changes 192 

relative to this baseline if ENSO amplitude and teleconnections change as projected (Methods).  193 

 194 

Economic impacts of future ENSO changes 195 

 Anthropogenic changes to El Niño amplitude and teleconnections may cause substantial 196 

economic losses over the 21st century (Fig. 4). Under a 2% discount rate (44) and a realistic emissions 197 

trajectory (45) (SSP2-4.5), the median cumulative 2020-2099 global losses are $374T (Fig. 4a), a ~4% 198 

reduction in global economic output over the 21st century. Median losses exceed $75T in all four 199 

emissions scenarios. Damages in all four scenarios are distinctly negatively skewed, consistent with the 200 

underlying asymmetry and nonlinearity in ENSO itself.  201 

Uncertainty in the precise magnitude of these projected losses is large. Under SSP2-4.5, the 95% 202 

range spans losses of $1909T to benefits of $545T (we write this CI as -$1909T – +$545T) across 86,000 203 

combinations of 86 simulations and 1,000 regression bootstraps (Fig. 4a). Reducing the discount rate to 204 

1% amplifies median losses under SSP2-4.5 to $654T (-$3230T – +$894T), while increasing it to 5% 205 

diminishes losses to $82T (-$485T – +$154T). The most extreme end of these ranges corresponds to a 206 

~20% reduction in global economic output over the remaining century. In highly teleconnected countries, 207 

global warming-induced changes to ENSO are associated with GDPpc reductions of >4% per year, 208 

though uncertainty is high even in these severely affected countries (SM Fig. 7c, d). 209 

The principal reason for the substantial uncertainty in ENSO-driven losses is that the largely 210 

stochastic sequence of El Niños and La Niñas the world experiences going forward can shape the 211 

direction and magnitude of damages (Fig. 4b). For example, MIROC-ES2L r6i1p1f2 and CESM2-212 

WACCM r3i1p1f1 have similar amplitude changes (+0.16 vs. +0.17). But MIROC-ES2L r6i1p1f2 has 213 

several extreme El Niño events early in the 21st century, while CESM2-WACCM r3i1p1f1 has beneficial 214 

eastern Pacific La Niñas over the same period (Fig. 3b). Under similar amplitude changes, MIROC-215 

ES2L’s E-index sequence implies losses of $1756T (CI: -$2326T – -$1314T), while CESM2-WACCM’s 216 

yields global benefits of $1538T (CI: +$1047T – +$2302T). Critically, the combination of ENSO’s 217 

persistent effects and its future time series creates this effect; if the effects of ENSO were recovered 218 
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rapidly, El Niño events in the early 21st century would not influence end-of-century economic losses. We 219 

note that the sequence of individual events is not entirely stochastic—ENSO oscillates between El Niño 220 

and La Niña as driven by underlying physics—but multidecadal periods of strong or weak ENSO can 221 

arise stochastically and are often unpredictable (42). 222 

Because we focus on the E-index, the sequence of El Niños and La Niñas described above refers 223 

to eastern Pacific events. However, beneficial La Niñas are most appropriately represented by the C-224 

index, and could potentially offset some of the costs of El Niño. However, the economic effects of C-225 

index changes are relatively small, and when added to the effects of E-index changes, overall damages are 226 

similar to E-index damages alone (SM Fig. 9a, b). As such, society should not rely on the benefits of La 227 

Niña to reduce the costs of changes to ENSO.  228 

Using only one realization from each model increases uncertainty in damages across scenarios 229 

(SM Fig. 9c), suggesting the importance of large ensembles of climate simulations to capture the scope of 230 

ENSO variability under climate change (37). Alternative analytical choices, such as holding 231 

teleconnections constant or changing the start year for damages accumulation, does not change the core 232 

result of negative and skewed ENSO-driven damages with warming (SM Fig. 9d, e). 233 

Despite the large uncertainties, the fact that these damages are broadly negative implies that 234 

increases in ENSO amplitude and teleconnections produce net economic losses. To formalize and 235 

decompose the contributions of amplitude and teleconnection changes while accounting for the ENSO 236 

time series realization, we use a multiple regression that relates variation in these factors to variation in 237 

damages across all climate model realizations (Methods). We summarize the “El Niño-ness” of the ENSO 238 

time series with the sum of the E-index over 2020-2069 (inset text, Fig. 3c), which we find to be a skillful 239 

predictor of initial ENSO strength (SM Table 3). We interact this metric with changes in ENSO amplitude 240 

and teleconnections for each simulation, allowing their effects to be modulated by the sequence of 241 

simulated ENSO events. This approach allows us to derive generalizable economic effects of forced 242 

changes in amplitude and teleconnections, particularly given that the unique ENSO sequence—though a 243 

major source of uncertainty in projected damages—is independent of forcing (SM Fig. 8).  244 

Across simulations and scenarios, each 0.1-s.d. increase in ENSO amplitude causes cumulative 245 

global economic losses of $60T (p < 0.001, Fig. 4c, SM Table 3). Similarly, each 0.1-unit increase in 246 

ENSO teleconnections causes global economic losses of $315T (p < 0.001, Fig. 4d, SM Table 3). These 247 

numbers correspond to a 2% discount rate; increasing the discount rate reduces the magnitude and 248 

uncertainty of these estimates (Fig. 4c, d, left blue bars). These results build upon previous projections of 249 

changes in ENSO amplitude (9, 11) and teleconnections (39, 40), demonstrating tangible, global 250 

socioeconomic effects of these physical changes.  251 
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The responses shown in Fig. 4c and 4d are conditional on experiencing the average E-index time 252 

series across simulations, but there are also strong interactions between the time series and the effect of 253 

amplitude or teleconnection changes (p < 0.01). Consistent with the above discussion, a future with more 254 

El Niño events than average makes amplitude increases substantially more damaging, while one with 255 

more La Niña events than average reduces the resulting damages or even provides benefits (SM Table 3). 256 

The same is true for teleconnection changes.  257 

 Our findings have implications for both climate mitigation and adaptation. All else being equal, 258 

increases in ENSO amplitude and teleconnections due to global warming will generate major economic 259 

losses not currently included in assessments of climate damages and, therefore, in the assessment of 260 

mitigation benefits. However, the facts that (1) ENSO-driven damages do not depend strongly on future 261 

climate scenario (Fig. 4a) and (2) a wide range of negative or positive outcomes are possible due to 262 

uncertainty in the unique ENSO sequence the world experiences going forward (Fig. 4b) together imply 263 

that climate mitigation alone is insufficient to protect economies from El Niño’s impacts. While 264 

emissions reductions remain the most effective means to blunt the economically catastrophic impacts of 265 

anthropogenic warming (46), our findings simultaneously raise the priority of climate adaptation and 266 

resilience efforts. Improved disaster risk management could reduce ENSO-driven damages by making 267 

economies more resilient to their devastating impacts (47). Moreover, scientific investments in ENSO 268 

prediction, decadal climate prediction, and climate variability could reduce the uncertainty in estimates of 269 

future ENSO-driven damages and better inform investments in climate resilience.  270 

 271 

Conclusion 272 

Our finding that El Niño has a persistent effect on economic growth has four key implications. 273 

Firstly, it demonstrates that, even independent of global warming, economic growth is more sensitive to 274 

climate variability than previously understood. The permanent impacts we identify extend previous work 275 

on the impacts of El Niño and demonstrate that the local extreme conditions associated with ENSO 276 

integrate into a globally persistent macroeconomic effect. This temporal persistence implies large and 277 

previously underestimated costs of historical El Niño events. Moreover, the sensitivity of economic 278 

growth to climate variability implies more severe losses from warming than previously assumed by some 279 

climate-economy models (26–28). Secondly, our results demonstrate that future changes to ENSO may 280 

increase the global macroeconomic costs of warming. Previous climate-economy studies have not 281 

incorporated changes in modes of climate variability, and we show that this omission has potentially 282 

hidden a major cost of rising temperatures. Thirdly, stochastic variation in ENSO could result in either 283 

losses or benefits from warming even in the face of enhanced ENSO amplitude, emphasizing the 284 

importance of investing in better ENSO prediction, particularly on decadal time scales (42). Lastly, these 285 
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findings together suggest that while climate mitigation is essential to reducing the vulnerability of global 286 

economic growth to climate extremes, it remains imperative to devote substantially more resources to 287 

adapting to El Niño events in the present day.  288 
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 289 
Fig. 1 | Teleconnections mediate the effect of El Niño on economic growth. A) Country-level ENSO 290 

teleconnections, calculated as the sum of the absolute value of the correlation coefficients between the E-291 

index and monthly country-level temperature and precipitation (Methods). B) Marginal effects of El Niño 292 

on economic growth across teleconnection values in year of the event (0 lags, solid line) and the fifth year 293 

after the event (5 lags, dashed line). Black line shows the mean and shading shows 95% confidence 294 

intervals from bootstrap resampling (Methods). Lower histogram shows the density of teleconnection 295 

values in the sample. C) Cumulative 5-lag effect of El Niño on economic growth for each country. 296 

Hatching denotes countries whose effects are not distinguishable from zero (i.e., they fall on a location on 297 

the x-axis in (B) where the shading includes zero). D) Cumulative effects of El Niño over time, beginning 298 

with the year of the event (year 0) and accumulating to the fifth year after the event (year 5). Countries 299 

are grouped into three bins according to their teleconnection strength, with “N” denoting the number of 300 

countries in each bin. Dots show averages and bars show 95% confidence intervals.   301 
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 302 
Fig. 2 | Damages from extreme El Niño events. A) GDP per capita (GDPpc) in Peru before and after the 303 

1997-98 El Niño event. Black line shows actual GDPpc, red line shows the average counterfactual 304 

GDPpc across regression bootstrap samples (Methods), and red shading shows 95% confidence interval. 305 

B) Cumulative global GDP change for the 5 years after the 1982-83 (blue) and 1997-98 (black) El Niño 306 

events. Center line shows the mean and shading shows the 95% confidence intervals across regression 307 

bootstrap samples. Global GDP change is only calculated for countries with statistically significant 308 

marginal effects (Fig. 1c). Text in legends denotes the DJF-average E-index in the corresponding years. 309 

Boxplots at right show cumulative global GDP change when including the benefits of the following La 310 

Niña events (solid lines) and excluding those benefits (dashed lines). All dollar values are in constant 311 

2017 prices.  312 
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 313 
Fig. 3 | Climate model projections of ENSO. Change in ENSO amplitude (A) and global mean 314 

teleconnections (B) between 1940-2019 and 2020-2099 for an ensemble of CMIP6 simulations from four 315 

SSP experiments. In both panels, dashed density lines show changes from all simulations and solid 316 

density plots show amplitude changes from selected high-skill simulations used in the analysis (Methods). 317 

Vertical lines below density plots denote amplitude changes from the individual realizations of three 318 

models (MIROC6, MIROC-ES2L, and EC-Earth3), all drawn from the SSP2-4.5 experiment, illustrating 319 

the wide range of amplitude and teleconnection changes possible from internal variability alone. C) E-320 

index time series from two example simulations with similar amplitude increases: MIROC-ES2L 321 

r6i1p1f2 (top) and CESM2-WACCM r3i1p1f1 (bottom), both from the SSP2-4.5 experiment. Red bars 322 

denote eastern Pacific El Niño (E > 0) and blue bars denote eastern Pacific La Niña (E < 0). Left inset text 323 

in each panel denotes the model information and amplitude change. Right inset text denotes the sum of 324 

each E-index time series between 2020-2069, with positive values indicating that the time series contains 325 

more El Niños than La Niñas and negative values indicating the opposite.  326 
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 327 
Fig. 4 | Global economic impacts of changes in El Niño amplitude and teleconnections. A) Boxplots 328 

show the cumulative global GDP change in each scenario under a 2% constant discount rate. Colors 329 

correspond to the scenario colors in Fig. 3. In each boxplot, white line denotes the median, box spans the 330 

first and third quartiles, and whiskers span the 95% range. Lower blue lines denote global economic 331 

losses under SSP2-4.5 and a range of discount rates. Dot denotes the median and lines span the 95% 332 

range. B) Cumulative global GDP change over time from two example SSP2-4.5 simulations with similar 333 

amplitude changes but different time series realizations (see Fig. 3c). Solid line denotes the median and 334 

shading shows the 95% range across regression bootstrap samples. C, D) Cumulative global GDP change 335 

due to changes in ENSO amplitude (C) and teleconnections (D) with a 2% discount rate. Solid black lines 336 

denote the regression estimate and shading shows the 95% CI from an inter-simulation multiple 337 

regression (Methods). Lower red lines show the 95% range of amplitude (C) or teleconnection (D) 338 

changes in each scenario. Thin gray lines denote the median change in amplitude (C) or teleconnections 339 

(D) across simulations and scenarios. Blue bars at left illustrate how the discount rates from (A) influence 340 

the 95% range of outcomes at the median change in amplitude or teleconnections (vertical gray lines).  341 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 342 

Persistent effect of El Niño on global economic growth 343 

 344 

Materials and Methods 345 

Data 346 

 We use observational climate data from multiple sources: Monthly mean sea surface temperatures 347 

(SST) averaged across the ERSST (48) and HadISST (49) datasets, monthly mean atmospheric 348 

temperatures averaged across the Berkeley Earth (50), University of Delaware (51), and 20th Century 349 

Reanalysis (52) datasets, and monthly total precipitation data from the Global Precipitation Climatology 350 

Center (53). These datasets are averaged together to reduce observational uncertainty from any one 351 

gridded data product (54–56). Temperature and precipitation are aggregated to population-weighted 352 

country-level means using year-2000 population data from the Gridded Population of the World (57). We 353 

use population weighting to ensure that the spatial aggregation captures climate fluctuations that affect 354 

people and economic activity.  355 

 We use country-level economic data from the Penn World Tables version 10.0 (58), specifically 356 

Gross Domestic Product (“RGDPNA”) (in 2017 dollars) and population (“POP”) for all countries of the 357 

world. GDP per capita (GDPpc) is calculated as GDP divided by population. Growth for each year is 358 

calculated as the fractional GDPpc change relative to the previous year. Because macroeconomic data 359 

may contain measurement error (59), we also repeat the analysis using GDPpc data from the World Bank 360 

World Development Indicators (60), finding similar results (SM Fig. 2).  361 

 The time period of analysis for both the teleconnection calculations and regression analysis is 362 

1960-2016, so all observational economic and climate data is limited to that time period. 363 

 Climate model data come from the sixth phase of the Climate Model Intercomparison Project(61) 364 

(CMIP6). We use monthly SST, monthly atmospheric temperature, and daily precipitation data over 365 

1850-2099 from the historical experiment and the four Tier 1 experiments from the Scenario Model 366 

Intercomparison Project (62). These four experiments—SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0, and SSP5-8.5—367 

span a range of plausible policy futures, from aggressive mitigation (SSP1-2.6) to high emissions (SSP5-368 

8.5) (62, 63). Global mean temperatures rise by ~1.2 °C by 2081-2100 relative to 1995-2014 in the SSP1-369 

2.6 scenario, 2.1 °C in SSP2-4.5, 3.2 °C in SSP3-7.0, and 4 °C in SSP5-8.5 (63). Not all models have data 370 

available for each experiment, so differences across the experiments are due both to differences in forcing 371 

and differences in the sampling of model structure (SM Tables 4-7). 372 

 The temperature data is regridded to the Berkeley Earth 1°-by-1° grid, the HadISST data is 373 

regridded to the ERSST 2°-by-2° grid, and all climate model data is regridded to a 2°-by-2° grid, using 374 

bilinear interpolation from Python’s “xarray” package (64). 375 
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  376 

ENSO indices 377 

 We use the “E-index” and “C-index” to represent ENSO (9, 29, 36, 65, 66). The E-index 378 

represents eastern Pacific El Niño events and captures the nonlinear processes that generate positive 379 

skewness in eastern Pacific SSTs, whereby El Niño events are stronger than La Niña events (9, 29). The 380 

E-index is a combination of the first two principal components (PCs) of an empirical orthogonal function 381 

(EOF) analysis applied to Pacific SSTs (36) over 20 °S – 20 °N and 140 °E – 80 °W, specifically as E = 382 

(PC1 – PC2)/√2. We calculate the E-index in observations using linearly detrended SST anomalies 383 

referenced to 1960-2016 long-term monthly means. We then average the E-index over winter (December-384 

February, DJF), to focus on the season in which ENSO peaks (67); the E-index in year t is therefore 385 

defined as the average of the December E-index from year t-1 and the January and February indices from 386 

year t. 387 

The C-index (29) is a companion index to the E-index and is calculated as C = (PC1 + PC2)/√2. 388 

The C-index represents central Pacific La Niña and El Niño events, where La Niña events tend to be 389 

stronger than El Niño events. Positive E-index values represent an eastern Pacific El Niño event and 390 

negative C-index values represent a central Pacific La Niña event. The E-index and C-index are 391 

orthogonal by construction (29), allowing us to include them both in a regression model without a 392 

concern for collinearity. 393 

 To assess the sensitivity of our results to these indices, we also calculate the Niño3 index, defined 394 

as linearly detrended SST anomalies averaged over 5 °S – 5 °N and 150 °W – 90 °W. The Niño3 index 395 

yields similar, though slightly weaker, results to the E-index (SM Fig. 2) since it corresponds to eastern 396 

Pacific conditions.  397 

 We calculate the DJF E- and C-index similarly in the CMIP6 models, using quadratically 398 

detrended (9) SST anomalies referenced to monthly means from 1850-2014.  399 

 400 

Country-level ENSO teleconnections 401 

 Our analysis incorporates a country-specific teleconnection metric to quantify heterogeneity in 402 

growth responses according to a country’s geophysical connection to ENSO. To calculate the 403 

teleconnection, we first standardize monthly country-level mean temperature and total precipitation by 404 

subtracting the long-term (1960-2016) monthly mean and dividing by the long-term monthly standard 405 

deviation. We then linearly detrend these standardized anomalies separately for each month to remove the 406 

effects of warming and low-frequency climate variability.  407 

Next, we correlate these standardized temperature and precipitation time series with the DJF E-408 

index separately for each month m and each country i. El Niño events begin and grow in year t-1, peak in 409 
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the winter, and then decay in the spring and summer of year t, so we allow the DJF E-index to affect both 410 

the preceding (beginning just after the “spring predictability barrier” in June of t-1) and following years 411 

(ending in August of year t) (SM Fig. 1). We use partial correlations to control for precipitation when 412 

analyzing temperature and vice versa to control for the covariance between temperature and precipitation. 413 

This calculation yields a distribution of 15 correlation coefficients (one per month from June of 414 

year t-1 through August of year t) for each country, separately for temperature and precipitation. We then 415 

take the three-month running mean of these coefficients across the 15 months to smooth out random 416 

variation and account for multiple months of exposure to ENSO. Finally, we take the maximum 417 

(absolute) correlation coefficients from these running means for both temperature and precipitation and 418 

add them together to calculate each country’s E-index teleconnection tE. We use absolute values to allow 419 

the distinct effects of temperature and precipitation teleconnections to be additive, but our results are 420 

robust to considering both positive and negative precipitation teleconnections separately (SM Fig. 2). 421 

This teleconnection metric estimates the degree to which each country’s climate is influenced by 422 

ENSO, accounting for: (1) the effects of both temperature and precipitation; (2) multiple sustained 423 

months of exposure to ENSO; and (3) the varied timescales on which country-level teleconnections may 424 

manifest. Additionally, this strategy allows teleconnections to be defined continuously rather than 425 

separating teleconnected and non-teleconnected countries based on arbitrary significance thresholds (8) or 426 

relying on previously defined climate zones (21, 22). We perform the same analysis with the C-index to 427 

calculate C-index teleconnections (tC).  428 

 Our main analysis uses a correlation coefficient to calculate teleconnections, but we also assess 429 

the sensitivity of this choice by using partial regression coefficients instead. Using a regression coefficient 430 

leads Peru and Ecuador to be strong outliers from the rest of the distribution (SM Fig. 2e), with tE values 431 

at or above 2. Estimating the growth regression with these values leads to large uncertainties as Peru and 432 

Ecuador have an outsized influence on the regression (SM Fig. 2e), so the correlation coefficient is a 433 

more stable metric for use in the growth regression. However, we emphasize that the effect of El Niño is 434 

still strong and statistically significant when using regression coefficients, so our results are not an artifact 435 

of the choice to use the correlation coefficient. 436 

 We can also define teleconnections solely based on the temperature or precipitation portions of 437 

the calculation, similar to previous studies that have focused on temperature to define teleconnections (6, 438 

8). Results for this sensitivity analysis are shown in SM Fig. 4. The temperature-based estimate is similar 439 

to that from both temperature and precipitation, but the effect is weaker with precipitation alone. Our 440 

interpretation is that aggregating the data to the monthly time scale and country spatial scale dampens the 441 

signal of precipitation more than it does temperature. Consistent with this interpretation, empirical 442 

climate-economy studies tend to find little effect of precipitation on country-level growth (13, 17). 443 
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Additionally, by using the maximum of three-month running means, our analysis focuses on 444 

countries’ short-term extreme exposure to ENSO rather than capturing cumulative exposure over the 445 

entire ENSO life cycle. An alternative teleconnection metric which uses the sum of statistically 446 

significant (p < 0.05) correlation coefficients across the 15 months for each country yields very similar 447 

results, with high correlations between this and our original metric and nearly identical marginal growth 448 

effects (SM Fig. 4). This analysis implies that focusing on the few months of maximum exposure is 449 

sufficient to capture the effects of ENSO on economies broadly.  450 

 Our main analysis treats teleconnections as constant in time in the observational period. However, 451 

sampling variability and changes in ENSO behavior (among other things) may result in temporal 452 

heterogeneity in teleconnections. SM Fig. 10 shows teleconnections calculated in rolling 30-windows 453 

over the historical period. Temporal variation is apparent, at least partly due to the shorter time period 454 

used to calculate these teleconnections. However, the distribution of teleconnection values is relatively 455 

stable, and the average country experiences temporal variation of only about 13% of its mean value. As 456 

such, we use the teleconnection values calculated across the entire time period in our main analysis. We 457 

do allow teleconnections to change with forcing in our climate model analysis (as described below). 458 

 Additionally, a key consideration in empirical climate-economy studies is the need to aggregate 459 

physical variables to the country scale, which is not a geophysically meaningful scale. As such, we re-460 

calculate E-index teleconnections at the gridded scale (SM Fig. 10). Teleconnections can vary across grid 461 

cells (SM Fig. 10c), but the average country only experiences within-country spatial variation of about 462 

11% of its mean teleconnection value (SM Fig. 10e). Furthermore, population-weighted country-average 463 

grid-cell teleconnection values are similar to the original teleconnection values calculated from country-464 

average temperature and precipitation (SM Fig. 10f), implying that subnational spatial variation in the 465 

strength of ENSO teleconnections does not substantially affect our results. 466 

 467 

Econometric analysis 468 

The goal of our analysis is to quantify the multi-year effect of ENSO on economic growth. This 469 

task requires us to separate ENSO from the other constant and time-varying factors that affect economic 470 

growth. We use a distributed lag regression model, estimated with Ordinary Least Squares, to estimate the 471 

effects of eastern Pacific El Niño (the E-index) and central Pacific La Niña (the C-index) on growth: 472 

𝑔!" =#$β#𝐸"$# + Θ#𝐸"$# ∗ τ!% +Φ#𝐶"$# +Ψ#𝐶"$# ∗ τ!& + α#𝑇!("$#) + γ#𝑇!("$#)
) 1

*

#+,

+ µ! + ϵ!" (1) 473 

 Here, g refers to growth in country i in time t, E refers to the E-index in year t, C refers to the C-474 

index in year t, and T refers to annual mean temperature. µ is a country fixed effect, which controls for 475 

average differences between countries such as geography and ensures that our results are identified using 476 
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within-country variation in growth. We include the mean temperature terms to ensure that the effect of 477 

ENSO is independent of the well-studied effect of mean temperature on economic growth. Finally, the 478 

interactions of E with tE and C with tC allow the effect of ENSO to differ between countries based on 479 

how strongly coupled each country’s climate is to ENSO.  480 

 The identifying assumption for Eqn. 1 is that E is as-good-as-randomly-assigned with respect to 481 

growth. Because the E-index describes the physical structure of SST anomalies in the Pacific, it is 482 

plausibly exogenous from the other factors that affect growth. The E-index is constant across countries 483 

within each year, so the identifying variation comes from stochastic and unpredictable (32, 68) shifts in 484 

SSTs from year to year. The E-index is not highly correlated with itself across lag lengths (SM Table 8), 485 

meaning that including multiple lags in a single model should not generate multicollinearity. 486 

 The inclusion of lagged terms from years L to j is necessary to distinguish between level and 487 

growth effects on the economy. If the effect of El Niño only falls on income levels, then a shock in year t 488 

will be recovered in year t+1 as countries rebound to their original income trajectory, meaning that year 489 

t+1 will see an abnormally high growth rate. If, instead, El Niño affects the underlying capacity of the 490 

economy to grow, then the years following an event should show either persistent declines in growth or 491 

no change. As such, our analysis focuses on the cumulative coefficients W, which represent the 492 

accumulated effect of ENSO in the years after an event. The interaction of E with country-specific 493 

teleconnections t allows us to calculate unique cumulative effects for each country i and lag length L:  494 

Θ!# =#$β# + Θ# ∗ τ!%1
*

#+,

(2) 495 

 If WiL is indistinguishable from zero, then we cannot reject the hypothesis that El Niño has only 496 

level effects; growth effects are identified if WiL is significantly different from zero (p < 0.05). 497 

We estimate confidence intervals by bootstrapping (N = 1,000), with countries resampled from a 498 

uniform distribution with replacement. Countries are sampled as a block to account for within-country 499 

autocorrelation (69). However, alternative bootstrapping schemes yield similar results, such as sampling 500 

by year globally or within continents to account for spatial correlation in growth, sampling by continent to 501 

account for simultaneous spatial and temporal correlation, and sampling by five-year blocks to account 502 

for spatial and short-term temporal correlation (69) (SM Fig. 3). Multiple forms of clustered parametric 503 

standard errors, which are robust to both spatiotemporal autocorrelation in errors and heteroskedasticity 504 

across clusters, do not reduce the statistical significance of our results (SM Table 2). 505 

 We remove growth values from our sample that are above 18% or below -18%, approximately the 506 

3s range. We drop 138 values because of this choice, less than 2% of the sample. Including these values 507 
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does not reduce the average effect, but it does increase the uncertainty (SM Fig. 2), so we drop these 508 

outliers while noting that our results would be similar if we included them. 509 

 The identifying variation in our model comes from year-to-year variation in ENSO, rather than 510 

spatial variation, raising the concern that ENSO could be correlated with other time-varying factors that 511 

affect growth. However, ENSO indices are detrended by construction and unlikely to be correlated with 512 

long-term trends in technology or productivity. To further explore this question, we estimate the model 513 

after adding country-specific linear growth trends to remove smoothly time-varying factors, yielding 514 

similar results to our main model (SM Fig. 2). Other work has used a combination of linear and quadratic 515 

trends (13); in our case, using both types of trends yields slightly weaker but still strong and statistically 516 

significant responses. Bootstrap resampling by year, which permutes the years in the regression to ensure 517 

that no single year drives the results, also yields similar results (SM Fig. 3). These results give us 518 

confidence that the effect of ENSO we find is not spurious. 519 

 When we estimate separate responses for high-income and low-income countries (SM Fig. 2c), 520 

we use the World Bank’s income classifications, grouping low and lower-middle income countries 521 

together as well as high and higher-middle income countries.  522 

 Other time series analysis tools have been used to assess the effect of ENSO such as vector 523 

autoregression (VAR) models (20, 23–25) or local projections (20). We use a distributed lag (DL) model 524 

for two reasons. Firstly, DL models have been widely used in the empirical climate-economy literature 525 

(13, 15, 70, 71), so our approach is consistent with this work. Secondly, VAR models are primarily used 526 

in macroeconomic settings where endogeneity is at issue (72). Because ENSO is plausibly exogeneous to 527 

country-level growth rates, we adopt the more parsimonious DL model.  528 

 529 

Synthetic data simulations 530 

Estimating the effect of El Niño with models that include 15 or more lags results in unstable 531 

coefficients and confidence intervals that include zero (SM Fig. 5). Two plausible interpretations of this 532 

result are: (1) that there is no statistically significant growth effect of El Niño after 15 years; or (2) that 533 

there is a permanent growth effect, but models with many lags cannot confidently identify this effect due 534 

to the reduced sample size and increased number of parameters being estimated simultaneously. 535 

To examine this issue, we use a perfect model framework where we impute a known El Niño 536 

effect to synthetic growth data and then estimate the regression on that data to assess whether we can 537 

recover the effect. We construct growth as the combination of a first-order autocorrelated process (AR(1)) 538 

with Gaussian noise of mean 0 and s.d. 0.05, a linear trend randomly chosen from a Gaussian distribution 539 

of mean 0 and s.d. 0.2 (in p.p. per year), and an El Niño effect. The AR(1) coefficient is set to 0.1, within 540 
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the range of AR(1) coefficients from the data, and the distribution of trends we choose from is also 541 

similar to the distribution of country-level growth trends from the data (SM Fig. 11).  542 

We then create a “true” effect of ENSO on growth and attempt to recover it with the DL model. 543 

This predetermined ENSO effect is ultimately arbitrary, but we choose country-level effects that are 544 

similar in magnitude to the effects we find in our main regression. We set these effects to accumulate over 545 

the first 5 years and plateau at that 5-year value permanently. The non-interacted effect of E is set to sum 546 

to 3 p.p. per s.d. and the interaction coefficient with t is set to sum to -6 p.p. per s.d., meaning that a 547 

country with tE = 1.0 experiences a cumulative effect of -3.0 p.p. per s.d. (3 + 1.0*-6).  548 

We then fit Eqn. 1 using this synthetic growth data and the actual E-index time series and tE 549 

values, using between 5 and 18 lags in the regression equation (beyond 18 lags, the coefficients become 550 

undefined as the degrees of freedom decrease). We repeat this entire process 1,000 times for each number 551 

of lags, keeping the set El Niño effect constant. SM Fig. 5 shows the results from these estimations for 552 

one example teleconnection value (tE = 1.0). Models with between 5 and 10 lags are unbiased, with the 553 

central estimate of the coefficient matching the imputed effect. However, the confidence intervals steadily 554 

grow as lags are added. With 15 or more lags, the coefficients become biased and statistically 555 

insignificant. These results demonstrate that even with a known permanent effect of El Niño, estimating 556 

additional lag terms induces sufficient uncertainty to yield biased and insignificant coefficients. To 557 

assume that El Niño has no effect in the 15-lag model therefore risks a Type II error.  558 

 559 

Economic damages from extreme El Niño events 560 

 The regression coefficients derived from Eqn. 1, b and q, provide estimates of the change in 561 

economic growth for a 1-s.d. change in the E-index. These coefficients can then be applied to actual and 562 

hypothetical E-index time series to calculate the growth effects of specific historical El Niño events. Here 563 

we focus on the two major El Niño events of 1982-83 and 1997-98. We develop “counterfactual” E-index 564 

time series wherein these events did not occur by setting the corresponding E-index values (1983 and 565 

1998) to zero. We then apply the regression coefficients to the actual and counterfactual time series to 566 

calculate the growth difference between them over the five years after the event. Formally, if EO 567 

represents the observed E-index in the year of the event (t), and ECF represents the counterfactual E-index 568 

in that year, we calculate the growth change in country i from year t through year t+L as: 569 

Δ𝑔!("-#) = $β#𝐸"&. + Θ#𝐸"&. ∗ τ!%1 − $β#𝐸"/ + Θ#𝐸"/ ∗ τ!%1 (3) 570 

 We add these growth change values to the observed growth data, yielding a counterfactual growth 571 

time series, and we integrate counterfactual growth to calculate counterfactual income from the year of 572 

the event to 5 years after the event. Losses due to each event are calculated as the difference between 573 
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observed and counterfactual income. Details of this procedure can be found in Diffenbaugh and Burke 574 

(73). 575 

 Note that ECF is zero in our analysis, so the first bracketed term on the right-hand-side of Eqn. 3 is 576 

zero, but we provide the full equation because it generalizes to other counterfactual E-index values. 577 

 The above analysis only incorporates reductions in growth due to the El Niño events. However, 578 

because El Niño events can dynamically trigger La Niña events (34), which have beneficial effects (SM 579 

Fig. 6), a full accounting of the effects of El Niño should incorporate these offsetting beneficial events. 580 

The 1982-83 El Niño may have trigged the La Niña of 1984-85 (while the C-index was only -0.08 in 581 

1984, it was -0.96 in 1985), and the 1997-98 El Niño may have triggered the major La Niña of 1999-2000 582 

(the C-index was -2.1 in 1999 and -1.93 in 2000). We incorporate these beneficial effects for both El Niño 583 

events by setting the C-index values for the following two years (i.e., 1999 and 2000 in the case of the 584 

1998 El Niño) to zero and calculating the growth difference between the actual and counterfactual C-585 

index time series. The total growth change over the five years following the El Niño event is therefore the 586 

reduction due to the El Niño event plus the increase due to the following La Niña events. 587 

 For both events, we limit our analysis to countries with continuous GDPpc data since 1982 to 588 

ensure that the same countries are included in both calculations. This restriction means that nations with 589 

short GDPpc records (e.g., post-Soviet nations like Ukraine) are not included in these calculations.  590 

 591 

Climate model selection 592 

 Many climate models do not realistically represent the physical processes that drive ENSO (74–593 

76). To ensure that our projections are physically realistic, we filter the simulations we use based on 594 

criteria set out in previous studies (9, 36, 76). We calculate a parameter known as a from each model, 595 

which is the quadratic coefficient on the relationship between the first and second principal components 596 

from the EOF analysis used to calculate the E-index and C-index (76) (see ENSO indices).  597 

The observed value of a is -0.34, indicating a strong nonlinearity in the principal component 598 

space and a strong differentiation between eastern Pacific and central Pacific El Niño events. Models 599 

which simulate an a value closer to the observed value also more effectively represent the variance and 600 

skewness in SST anomalies, as well as the distinct eastern and central Pacific El Niño phases (9, 76). We 601 

follow Cai et al. (9) in selecting all models with a at least 50% of the observed value, meaning -0.17 or 602 

less. SM Tables 4-7 show the total and selected realizations for each experiment. We also test the 603 

sensitivity of our results to using only one realization from each model (SM Fig. 9). 604 

Our selection criterion preserves the benefit of a multi-model ensemble, allowing us to sample 605 

structural uncertainty in model representation of ENSO as well as initial-condition uncertainty, while 606 

incorporating information about model skill (77). Treating all simulations in a multi-model ensemble 607 
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equally has been criticized for assuming that all simulations are independent samples that represent the 608 

climate system with equal skill (78), especially since CMIP is an ensemble of opportunity rather than a 609 

systematic sampling of uncertainty space. Our consideration of model skill provides an ensemble estimate 610 

that is likely more accurate than could be achieved without such consideration. Other methods such as 611 

bias correction (79, 80) could also improve ensemble skill, but we use the simpler selection criterion 612 

based on a given its consistency with the E- and C-indices and its use in the ENSO modeling community. 613 

 614 

ENSO amplitude and teleconnections in climate models 615 

 We define ENSO amplitude as the standard deviation of the quadratically detrended E-index (9, 616 

43). We calculate each climate model simulation’s amplitude in the historical period, which we define as 617 

1940-2019 to parallel the observational data, and in the future, which we define as 2020-2099. The 1940-618 

2019 historical period is chosen so that the historical period is the same length as the future period. 619 

 We calculate model-based ENSO teleconnections using the same method as the observations. We 620 

perform this calculation separately for the historical and future periods, standardizing and linearly 621 

detrending each country’s temperature and precipitation time series independently for each period. This 622 

method removes mean shifts due to global warming or low-frequency variability and allows us to isolate 623 

the interannual signal of ENSO.  624 

 625 

Economic damages from changes to ENSO 626 

 Calculating economic damages from warming-driven ENSO changes requires a counterfactual 627 

world where ENSO evolves without rising temperatures. We calculate the counterfactual ENSO time 628 

series for each simulation by re-scaling its future time series to have the amplitude that simulation had in 629 

the historical period. For example, if E-index amplitude increases by 20% for a given model realization, 630 

we calculate its counterfactual E-index time series by multiplying its future time series by 0.8 (i.e., 0.8 = 1 631 

– 0.2). This method preserves the particular sequence of El Niño and La Niña events in the future, since 632 

this sequence is assumed to be unforced (SM Fig. 8) but eliminates the forced change in ENSO 633 

amplitude.  634 

 We calculate counterfactual ENSO teleconnections with a similar “delta method.” For each 635 

country in each model, we calculate the change in teleconnection value between the historical and future 636 

simulations. We then add this change to each country’s observed teleconnection value to implicitly bias-637 

correct the model output. The “counterfactual” teleconnections are thus equal to the observed values and 638 

the “future” teleconnections are the observed-plus-change values.  639 

 We then calculate the economic effects of changes to ENSO amplitude by comparing the future 640 

and counterfactual time series and teleconnections from each model. For each year t between 2020 and 641 
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2099, we calculate the growth change from year t to year t+5 as the difference between the future and 642 

counterfactual time series and teleconnections: 643 

Δ𝑔!("-#) = $β#𝐸". + Θ#𝐸". ∗ τ!.1 − $β#𝐸"&. + Θ#𝐸"&. ∗ τ!&.1 (4) 644 

 Here, EF refers to the future E-index time series and ECF refers to the counterfactual E-index time 645 

series. Similarly, tF refers to future teleconnections and tCF refers to counterfactual teleconnections. Dg is 646 

negative when changes in ENSO amplitude or teleconnections reduce country-level growth. This 647 

calculation yields a growth change time series where each value is the combined effect of the 648 

contemporaneous and lagged effects. We then calculate economic growth caused by changes in ENSO by 649 

applying these growth change values to the SSP income growth projections and integrating growth to 650 

calculate income; the new time series represent the deviations from the SSP baselines caused by changes 651 

in ENSO amplitude. Damages are calculated as the difference between this new time series and the SSP 652 

baseline. Details of this procedure can be found in Burke et al. (13). We perform an analogous calculation 653 

using the C-index time series and teleconnections to calculate C-index damages. We note that this 654 

procedure calculates counterfactual income as accumulated over the entire 21st century, rather than 655 

preceding specific events such as in Fig. 2. This distinction is because these two methods are aimed at 656 

answering different questions. In Fig. 2, we are interested in the effects of specific El Niño events, 657 

whereas in Fig. 4, we are interested in the accumulated effect of human-caused changes in ENSO over the 658 

21st century.  659 

 The cumulative effect of persistent shocks depends on the exact time period over which damages 660 

are calculated (69), so we test the sensitivity of our results to the start year. Starting the damages 661 

calculation in 2015 or 2025 rather than 2020 causes slight variation in damages but does not strongly alter 662 

our conclusions (SM Fig. 9e).   663 

 We incorporate both amplitude and teleconnection changes in our projections. Holding 664 

teleconnections constant reduces both the magnitude and uncertainty of the damage projections, though 665 

they remain negative on average and negatively skewed (SM Fig. 9d). Further, a key assumption in these 666 

calculations is that the b and q coefficients remain consistent at a given teleconnection level between the 667 

past and future, though individual countries’ actual teleconnections may change. This assumption would 668 

be violated if societies undertook adaptation measures in response to changes in ENSO amplitude or 669 

teleconnections to reduce their sensitivity to ENSO, which is why the need for increased adaptation is a 670 

key theme in our results.  671 

 Finally, our damages calculations use as many simulations from each model as possible (SM 672 

Tables 4-7) to sample both model structural differences and differences in outcomes due to internal 673 

climate variability. Using only the first simulation from each model can generate different results; for 674 

example, the SSP5-8.5 simulation yields benefits and SSP1-2.6 yields stronger losses. However, we 675 
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emphasize that—conditional on our model selection criterion—all selected simulations from a given 676 

model are physically plausible given the forcing and boundary conditions. Therefore, the results we 677 

present in Fig. 4 are a more complete accounting of the possible effects of ENSO changes. 678 

 679 

Decomposing contributions to economic damages 680 

 Economic damages due to El Niño change in any one simulation are due to the combination of its 681 

ENSO amplitude change, teleconnection change, and the particular time series of ENSO it simulates. In 682 

order to assess how variation in these three different factors shapes uncertainty in projected ENSO 683 

damages, we use a multiple regression model. To do this, we pool all simulations from each scenario into 684 

a single regression, and regress cumulative damages onto each model’s amplitude change, global mean 685 

teleconnection change, and the 2020-2069 sum of its E-index time series, the latter of which proxies the 686 

“El Niño-ness” of the model time series. We also interact these time series values with the amplitude and 687 

teleconnection changes to allow these latter effects to vary based on the particular sequence of El Niños 688 

and La Niñas going forward. This analysis allows to assess the individual effects of forced changes in 689 

amplitude and teleconnections while also accounting for the interactive role of the unforced ENSO time 690 

series, holding the other factors constant.  691 

 The sum of the E-index time series over 2020-2069 measures the degree to which ENSO time 692 

series has more El Niños than La Niñas (positive values, as in MIROC-ES2L r6i1p1f2 in Fig. 3c) or more 693 

La Niñas than El Niños (negative values, as in CESM2-WACCM r3i1p1f1 in Fig. 3c). Other time periods 694 

such as 2020-2049 yield similar results but have slightly weaker explanatory power.  695 

 The output of this regression model is shown in SM Table 3. The R2 in our main specification 696 

(column 1) is 0.84, so the factors we include in the regression model explain the majority of inter-697 

simulation and inter-scenario variation in damages. To some extent, this is guaranteed, as amplitude and 698 

teleconnections are themselves the inputs into the damages calculation. However, the high goodness-of-fit 699 

is nonetheless reassuring that we can summarize inter-simulation variation in damages with these 700 

simplified metrics. The remaining unexplained variation may be due to the spatial structure of 701 

teleconnection change or temporal variation in the ENSO time series not captured by the 2020-2069 sum. 702 

 We estimate several forms of this regression, including removing the E-index time series 703 

interactions or interacting amplitude and teleconnection changes together. None provide substantially 704 

higher explanatory power than our main specification (SM Table 3).  705 

 One key caveat to this analysis is that in the actual damages calculation (Eqn. 4), amplitude and 706 

teleconnections are multiplied, not linearly added as in a multiple regression model. This regression 707 

approach is therefore a linearization of an underlying multiplicative data generating process. Despite this 708 

simplification, it remains a useful interpretive tool to understand the importance of individual factors 709 
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shaping inter-simulation variation in damages, since the CMIP6 simulations are not a systematic sampling 710 

of the space of possible amplitude and teleconnection changes.  711 
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 731 
SM Fig. 1 | Interannual and seasonal dynamics of the E- and C-index. A) Timeseries of the average 732 

E-index over December, January, and February (DJF) of each year, where the values are referenced to the 733 

year of January and February. B) Pearson correlation coefficient between the E-index in each month and 734 

the DJF-mean E-index. Solid lines denote correlation coefficients that are statistically significant (p < 735 

0.05) and dashed lines denote correlation coefficients that are statistically insignificant (p > 0.05). C) As 736 

in (A), but for the DJF C-index. D) As in (B), but for the DJF C-index.  737 
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 738 
SM Fig. 2 | Sensitivity and heterogeneity of the effect of El Niño. A) Cumulative 5-lag effect of El 739 

Niño on growth across a range of specifications: the main model (gray line shows mean and shading 740 

shows 95% confidence intervals), a model using the Niño3 index instead of the E- and C-index (black 741 

dashed line), a model using World Bank growth data instead of the Penn World Tables (black dash-dot 742 

line), a model that includes a country-specific linear trend in growth (red solid line), a model that includes 743 

both linear and quadratic country-specific trends (red dotted line), a model that excludes countries with 744 

teleconnection values greater than 0.8 (red dash-dot line), a model that excludes linear and quadratic 745 
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temperature controls (red dashed line), a model that includes an annual total precipitation control (blue 746 

dash-dot line), and a model that excludes the country fixed effect (blue dashed line). B) Uncertainty in the 747 

5-year cumulative marginal effects of El Niño across each model specification at two representative 748 

teleconnection values (0.4 and 1.2). Line styles denote alternative models presented in (A). C) 749 

Cumulative marginal effects of El Niño for low-income countries (blue) and high-income countries (red), 750 

as defined by World Bank income classifications (Methods). D) Cumulative marginal effects of El Niño 751 

for countries experiencing wetting in response to El Niño (positive correlation between the E-index and 752 

precipitation, blue) and countries experiencing drying (negative correlation between the E-index and 753 

precipitation, red). In (C) and (D), the original model estimated for all countries is shown in black. For 754 

each of these samples, we use the original teleconnection value calculated with absolute values in the 755 

distributed lag model, but split the sample by the sign of the precipitation teleconnection. E) Cumulative 756 

marginal effects of El Niño when using the partial correlation coefficient to measure teleconnections (the 757 

main analysis) and when using the regression coefficient instead (red). Inset histograms show the 758 

distribution of the two teleconnection metrics. F) Cumulative marginal effects of El Niño when not 759 

including outliers (growth values greater than 0.18 or less than -0.18, black) or when including all values 760 

(red). In panels (C), (D), (E), and (F), solid line denotes the average and shading denotes 95% confidence 761 

intervals from bootstrap resampling by country (Methods).   762 
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 763 
SM Fig. 3 | Regression results using alternative bootstrap sampling schemes. A) Cumulative 5-lag 764 

effect of ENSO on economic growth when sampling by year, keeping all countries from a given year 765 

together, to account for global spatial correlation in growth within a given year. B) Effect when sampling 766 

by continent-year combinations to account for spatial correlation in growth within specific continents in a 767 

given year. C) Effect when sampling by continents to account for simultaneous within-continent temporal 768 

and spatial correlation in growth. D) Effect when sampling by five-year blocks to account for global 769 

spatial correlation in growth and short-term (i.e., five-year) temporal correlation in growth. In all cases, 770 

solid line shows the mean and shading shows the 95% confidence intervals. All samples are taken from 771 

uniform distributions with replacement. All axes are the same ranges across panels. 772 
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 773 
SM Fig. 4 | Comparison of results using alternative teleconnection metrics. A) Distributions of 774 

country-level teleconnections using monthly temperature correlation coefficients (red), monthly 775 

precipitation correlation coefficients (blue), and their sum (gray). All values are positive since we 776 

transform the correlations to absolute values. B) Cumulative 5-lag effect of ENSO on economic growth 777 

using temperature-only teleconnections (red), precipitation-only teleconnections (blue), and temperature-778 

plus-precipitation teleconnections (black). C) Relationship between teleconnections from our main 779 

analysis (maximum of three-month running mean) and alternative teleconnections using the sum of all 780 

statistically significant correlation coefficients across the months for each country. Rho denotes the 781 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the two teleconnection metrics. D) Cumulative 5-lag 782 

effect of ENSO on economic growth using the original metric (black) and the summed correlation 783 

coefficient teleconnection metric (red). In (B) and (D), solid line shows mean and shading shows 95% 784 

confidence intervals across 1000 bootstrap iterations, as in the main analysis. 785 
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 786 
SM Fig. 5 | Sensitivity of main regression results to additional lags. A-C) Regression results for 787 

countries with teleconnections greater than or equal to 1.0, estimated with 10 (A), 12 (B), or 15 (C) lags 788 

in the regression model. Confidence intervals are estimated by bootstrap resampling as in the main 789 

analysis. D) Results from synthetic data simulations where a “true” negative ENSO growth effect is 790 

imputed to the data and then estimated using models with lags between 5 and 18 (Methods). Coefficients 791 

estimated using this perfect model framework are shown for a hypothetical country with t = 1.0. E) Black 792 

line shows Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values for a series of regression models with an increasing 793 

number of lags from 1 to 20. More negative AIC values are more desirable. AIC values are divided by 794 

1000 for readability. Red line shows the number of degrees of freedom for the same set of models. 795 
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 796 
SM Fig. 6 | Teleconnections and marginal effects for both the E-index and C-index. A) Comparison 797 

of country-specific teleconnection metrics calculated using the E-index (x-axis) and C-index (y-axis). 798 

Dashed line denotes the one-to-one line. B) Marginal effects of El Niño (measured by the E-index) at 0 799 

and 5 lags across a range of teleconnection values. C) Marginal effects of La Niña (measured by the C-800 

index) at 0 and 5 lags across a range of teleconnection values. The sign on the coefficients in (C) is 801 

flipped to measure the effect of moving from 0 to -1 (i.e., moving from a neutral state to a La Niña state). 802 

In (B) and (C), effects are calculated from a regression that includes both the E-index and C-index and 803 

their corresponding teleconnection metrics (Methods). Lines denote averages and shading denotes 95% 804 

confidence intervals using bootstrap resampling by country (Methods). 805 

 806 
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 807 
SM Fig. 7 | Country-level losses from extreme El Niño events and global warming. A, B) Change in 808 

country-level GDPpc five years after two specific extreme El Niño events: 1982-83 (A) and 1997-98 (B). 809 

Changes are calculated relative to counterfactual trajectories in which the event did not occur (see Fig. 3a 810 

for example of Peru). That is, the color for Brazil in panel B indicates that Brazil’s GDP per capita would 811 

have been 5% larger in 2003 if the 1997-98 El Niño event did not occur. Countries are masked in white if 812 

they either have no significant marginal effect of ENSO (hatched countries in Fig. 1c) or do not have 813 

continuous GDPpc data since 1982 (Methods). C, D) 2020-2099 average change in country-level GDPpc 814 

under the SSP1-2.6 (C) and SSP5-8.5 (D) scenarios for the average case across climate models and 815 

regression bootstraps. Insets in C and D show the signal-to-noise ratios (S/N), meaning the absolute value 816 

of the ratio of the ensemble mean GDPpc change to the ensemble standard deviation GDPpc change. 817 

“Ensemble” is defined as all possible combinations of climate model projections and regression 818 

bootstraps. 819 
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 820 
SM Fig. 8 | E-index sum across scenarios. Histograms show the distribution of 2020-2069 E-index sum 821 

values across simulations within each SSP scenario. Positive values mean that the simulation’s E-index 822 

time series has more El Niños than La Niñas.   823 
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 824 
SM Fig. 9 | Sensitivity of damages to alternative choices. As in main text Fig. 4a, but for damages due 825 

to changes in C-index amplitude and teleconnections (A), damages due to the combination of changes in 826 

E- and C-index amplitude and teleconnections (B), E-index damages using only the first realization from 827 

each model (C), E-index damages using amplitude change but holding teleconnections constant (D), and 828 

E-index damages when varying the start year of the calculation (E). All panels use a constant 2% discount 829 

rate. 830 
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 831 
SM Fig. 10 | Spatiotemporal heterogeneity of observed teleconnections. A) Distribution of E-index 832 

teleconnections in 30-year windows, with x-axis tick marking the final year of the 30-year window. An 833 

end year of 2015, for example, implies a start year of 1986. The black boxplot shows the original 834 

distribution of teleconnections calculated over the whole 1960-2016 period. White lines show medians, 835 

boxes extend to the 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers span the range of the data. B) Within-country 836 

temporal variation, calculated as the coefficient of variation over the 30-year windows shown in (A). This 837 

calculation is performed by dividing the standard deviation of each country’s teleconnection values over 838 

all 30-year windows by its mean teleconnection over those windows. C) Grid-cell E-index 839 

teleconnections, calculated using the same method as the country-level teleconnections, but with 840 
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standardized grid-cell temperature and precipitation data. D) Grid-cell precipitation teleconnections, 841 

meaning the precipitation component of (C). Note that the sign is preserved in (D), whereas the 842 

teleconnections in (C) and in the main analysis use absolute values. E) Within-country spatial variation in 843 

teleconnections, calculated as the coefficient variation of the grid-cell teleconnections when aggregated to 844 

the country scale. F) Relationship between gridded teleconnections when averaged at the country scale 845 

(with population weighting) and the original country-level teleconnections using country-average 846 

temperature and precipitation data. 847 

 848 

 849 
SM Fig. 11 | Linear trends in growth. Growth trends are calculated as the linear coefficient on the 850 

univariate regression of each country’s growth time series onto time. Only countries with 10 or more 851 

years of growth data are included in this histogram. Text in the top right denotes the mean and standard 852 

deviation of the distribution of trends across countries. 853 
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 854 
SM Table 1 | E-index coefficients with alternative clustering techniques. E-index regression 855 

coefficients from the main regression model (Eqn. 1) using various parametric standard error clustering 856 

schemes. The marginal effect of the E-index for a country i is calculated as the main effect of the E-index 857 

plus the interaction term times tEi (b + q * tEi, main text Eqn. 2). Clustering accounts for both 858 

spatiotemporal autocorrelation in errors as well as heteroskedasticity across clusters. In all models, the C-859 

index terms, linear and nonlinear annual mean temperature terms, and the country fixed effect are 860 

included but not shown in the table for simplicity. 861 

 862 
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 863 
SM Table 2 | C-index coefficients with alternative clustering techniques. C-index regression 864 

coefficients from the main regression model (Eqn. 1) using various parametric standard error clustering 865 

schemes. The marginal effect of the C-index for a country i is calculated as the main effect of the C-index 866 

plus the interaction term times tCi (f + Y * tCi, main text Eqn. 2). Clustering accounts for both 867 

spatiotemporal autocorrelation in errors as well as heteroskedasticity across clusters. In all models, the E-868 

index terms, linear and nonlinear annual mean temperature terms, and the country fixed effect are 869 

included but not shown in the table for simplicity. 870 
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 871 
SM Table 3 | Effects of ENSO amplitude change, teleconnection change, and time series realization 872 

on global economic output. Each column shows the coefficients from a regression analysis with each 873 

simulation’s cumulative discounted global GDP change as the dependent variable. “D amplitude” refers to 874 

each simulation’s E-index amplitude change, “D teleconnections” refers to each simulation’s global mean 875 

teleconnection change, and “SE (2020-69)” refers to the sum of each simulation’s E-index time series 876 

over 2020-2069 to capture whether the time series contains more El Niños or La Niñas. 2020-2069 is used 877 

because it has the highest explanatory power relative to other potential periods, but many alternatives 878 

such as 2020-2049 yield broadly similar results. Model data are pooled across all SSP scenarios. 879 

Amplitude and teleconnection values are in their native units, but the E-index sum is centered so that zero 880 

corresponds to the mean E-index time series realizations. Therefore, the amplitude and teleconnection 881 

coefficients can be interpreted as the change in global GDP due to amplitude or teleconnection changes 882 

given the average time series realization. Standard errors are HC3 heteroskedasticity-robust standard 883 

errors. 884 
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 885 
SM Table 4 | CMIP6 models and realizations used from the SSP1-2.6 scenario. Monthly sea surface 886 

temperature (“tos”), monthly atmospheric temperature (“tas”), and daily precipitation (“pr”) are used from 887 

each model. Bolded models are those that have at least 1 realization selected for the final analysis 888 

(Methods). 889 

 890 

 891 

 892 
SM Table 5 | CMIP6 models and realizations used from the SSP2-4.5 scenario. Monthly sea surface 893 

temperature (“tos”), monthly atmospheric temperature (“tas”), and daily precipitation (“pr”) are used from 894 

each model. Bolded models are those that have at least 1 realization selected for the final analysis 895 

(Methods). 896 
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 897 
SM Table 6 | CMIP6 models and realizations used from the SSP3-7.0 scenario. Monthly sea surface 898 

temperature (“tos”), monthly atmospheric temperature (“tas”), and daily precipitation (“pr”) are used from 899 

each model. Bolded models are those that have at least 1 realization selected for the final analysis 900 

(Methods). 901 

 902 

 903 
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 904 
SM Table 7 | CMIP6 models and realizations used from the SSP5-8.5 scenario. Monthly sea surface 905 

temperature (“tos”), monthly atmospheric temperature (“tas”), and daily precipitation (“pr”) are used from 906 

each model. Bolded models are those that have at least 1 realization selected for the final analysis 907 

(Methods). 908 

 909 

 910 
SM Table 8 | Correlation matrix for the E-index and its lags. Each table entry shows the Pearson 911 

correlation coefficient between the E-index at various time lags and the E-index at each other time lag.  912 
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